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- Virtual-machine extensions (VMX) define processor-level support for virtual 
machines on IA-32 processors.
- Processor support for virtualization is provided by a form of processor 
operation called VMX operation.
   - root: code runs in VMX root operation
   - non-root: Guest runs in VMX non-root operation

-VMX -VMX root  == ring -1
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- Transitions between VMX root operation and VMX non-root operation are
 called VMX transitions
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- VMX non-root operation and VMX transitions are controlled by a data 
structure called a virtual-machine control structure (VMCS)

- The VMM configures a VMCS using the VMREAD, VMWRITE,and VMCLEAR 
instructions
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- For our purposes, a hypervisor is any code from ring -1
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- Find the hypervisor initialization, in simple cases, it usually looks like a
continuous sequence of vm* instructions
- Find the initialization of Host-Rip field address in VMCS structure(0x6C16) 
to locate hypervisor original code
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- Understand the attack surface
- Host<->Guest communication (ring 0 to ring -1)
- Inside hypervisor look at vmcall VM-exit handler
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Registry path of main boot driver mfeib.sys (DeepSafe VMM is located 
inside it) and hypervisor config, with light-weight detection rules, protected 
modules and etc.
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DeepDefender sets up its group(DeepSafe) on the top of Windows 
ServiceGroupOrder, and controls all attempts to change this entry
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Config is encrypted... no comments
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                                     ring 0                                            ring -1
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Hypervisor have self-detection code inside 
handling of VM-exit CPUID instruction.
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Hypervisor have two different types of vmcall interface

Type1: Pretty simple interface, not really interested

Type2: Much better! DeepSafe have ~40 various vmcall_index
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- Fuzzing is good, but finaly is not my choice
- The functionality of the interface with index 0x27 (39) is just to restore 
context and execute vmxoff instruction (means shutting down the whole VMM)
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- Shutdown interface depends on parameters,which are very specific 
(like hardcoded VA of some structure inside mfeib.sys 
and etc).

- All these parameters can be grabbed from main driver (mfeib.sys)

- There is a function inside mfeib that uses the VMM shutdown interface,
 which can be called directly from malformed driver.
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- DeepSafe hypervisor, checks the presence of VMM only once.

After shutdown of hypervisor we have only two ways:
- enter to VMX mode and make fake-VMM to fool McAfee interface-core
- or set to zero two VMM-enabled flags (they can be found inside mfeib
.data section)
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- Not detectable device attach to kbdclass driver
- Not detectable set up of IRP hooks
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- TDI/NDIS wtf?

- Hooks in NDIS_* protocols internal structures is undetectable and would 
be the attacker's best choice
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- Big project

- Overengineering?

- Fighting with rootkits == fighting with windmails
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- AVAST Sandbox

- AVAST DeepScreen
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-AVAST sandbox driver (aswSnx) build/send IOCTL request (0xA000E804) 
to VMM driver (aswVmm)
-IOCTL handler in aswVmm return to sandbox driver, object with function
pointers (aswVmm interfaces)
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-AVAST sandbox driver calls 0x0 function from aswVmm interface object
-Inside 0x0 function, AVAST parses/copies nt!KiSystemCall64,KeServiceDescriptorTable for 
creating new syscall function and fake SSDT.
-With help of hypervisor vmcall interface(function with index 0x2), AVAST hooks 0xC0000082 
syscall msr to previously created hook-handler
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- Finally AVAST with the help of another function from aswVmm object 
interface, sets up all hooks by replacing original pointers on AVAST SSDT
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- We can set up our hooks to AVAST SSDT through aswVMM interface object

- We can use hypervisor vmcall interface to write in syscall msr

- Also AVAST has vmcall interface with shutdown functionality
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- There is self-detection code inside the CPUID instruction handling, but by 
default this functionality is disabled (controlled by registry config parameter 
“maskvmm” )
- Also we can use nice “rekall” utility for live detection of hypervisor presence
    (http://www.rekall-forensic.com/posts/2014-10-03-vms.html)
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- AVAST check presence of other VM-software 
- VMM silently will not be initialized if AVAST
 found any registry entry with names from list
- Ninja backward compatibility
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- Create original AVAST gui-process with debug flag

- Wait for the debug event of process termination 

- Grab from AVAST gui-process sandbox interface handle

- Send to sandbox interface magic IOCTL
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- Every  hooks can be deactivated by turning off bits in the sandbox internal
  flag
- We can control this flag through sandbox r3-r0 interface
- IOCTL 0x82AC8018 (Read sandbox flags state)
- IOCTL 0x82AC801C (Write sandbox flags state)
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- AVAST used custom VirtualBox version
- Custom NG-tool VBox wrapper for general 
  VM managing
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- Malware can detect VirtualBox environment, or AVAST unique stuff (like 
aswVboxClient process) 
- Our process will launch with High integrity level, which means that we can 
go even in ring0 on VM
- VM has access to network
- On current NG realization if we kill our parent process on VM 
(a(aswVboxClient) we will hang DeepScreen
- Attack AVAST host<->guest communication, pipe channel
- Vbox breakout 0day ? :)
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- Weak Sandbox by design with illusions of defense

- Hypervisor is just a tool for bypassing NT security measures

- AVAST NG == the paid VirtualBox wrapper
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- Pretty trivial
- Hook installed on syscall msr, inside VMM initialization, before vmlaunch
instruction
- Hypervisor handle rdmsr instruction to return original ntoskrnl function
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- KIS 15.0.0.46 vs 15.0.1.415 
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- There is a special function inside klhk.sys, in which using the instruction 
cpuid you can turn off the hypervisor 
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Bluepill like hypervisors engineers problems:
   - OS backward compatibility
   - other VM-software backward compatibility

- VT-x/AMD-v is abused to solve bullshit tasks
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